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L IBERATION OF PARIS

Very early the next morning, Atkocious awakened me lor another hour of -euard. It was a
beautiful morning (Augir.lst ?5,1944) and the war seemed far away.

Toward the end of m1' hour on quard, some men were already up and heating their
breakfast K-rations, when word came down to get ready to move out--on trucks. At least
we were going on trucks, so we couldn't be moving immediately to the front.

I rvoke all the men in the mortar section. Oneyear and I rolled our blankets, gathered our
equipment, and heated our breakfast units. It seemed I was often missing some
equipment. That morning I was missing mv canteen cup--I also was still without a helnret
Oneyear made coffee for both of us in his canteen cup...I appreciated it. He was about
four years older than I and although he had not yet been under any enemy fire, he was
n'rore "street-wise" than l: and later on he would sometimes jokingly say that he would
"take care of me" --or "look after me!"

When we began loading on the trucks, French civilians from nearby houses came to watch
us. They were smiling, talking, seemed very happy to see us, and some brought us fruit
and flowers For the first time, I felt that maybe there was a reason for us being in France.

With our battalion leading the regiment, we left Nozay on trucks at 6:00 A.M., August 25,
and proceeded through Longjumea, Athis Mons, Villenueve, Le Roi, and Villejuif. As the
trucks started moving, it was a warm beautiful day--not a cloud in a gorgeous blue sky.
There was no sound of artillery or gunfire, and the war seemed like it *'as in another
world. As the trucks rolled slowly through villaqes, church bells began ringing, and the
French people gathered along the side of the road to wave at us and qive us fruit. flowers,
wine, souvenirs. It w'as unbelievable, after what we had been through in Normandy.

According to the 12th Regt. History, we entered Paris at 12'.20 P.M. and l0 minutes
later, at 12'.30 P.M., our Col. Luckett met with a Colonel of the French army and the Paris
Police Prefect, at the Prefecture of Police opposite Notre Dame Cathedral. Col. Luckett
was informed that there was some resistance by the Germans near the Palais de
Republique. They arranged a truce with the German commander, General Von Chaultitz,
but he said that--as a matter of honor--the Nazis would not surrender without a show of
arms. So both sides retired to their cover and fired theirweanons: at 1:00 P.M. General
Chaultitz surrendered.

In the meantime, at about 12:30 in the afternoon, our motorized column of armored
vehicles, trucks and jeeps entered Paris'Rue d'Itale. Within a few- minutes our vehicles
were covered with flowers. Our entrance on trucks became a victory parade which none
of us will ever forget. The emotions of the French people exploded with wild enthusiasm.
Men, women and children surged on all sides of us in our vehicles, shouting and cheering
wildly. They showered us with fruit, wine, kisses, handshakes, tri-colored flags. The
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streets were so jammed u,ith the wild ocean of humanity that it took several hours for the
trucks to travel four miles. Above the exuberant shouts of the crowd we could hear the
cries, "Merci, Merci, S'ank you, S'ank you--Vive la Amerique!" As the trucks moved
slowly along, the people reached out to touch our out-stretched hands. Church bells were
ringing continuously. Our open trucks were covered from end to end with flowers and tri-
color flags; wine, champagne and cognac were continually handed to us; pretty girls hung
on to the sides of the trucks to hug and kiss us, and often climbed into the trucks. We
would take a "swig" out of a bottle of wine or cognac and pass it around--and the girls
that climbed into the truck were also kissed and passed around. The people were ecstatic,
and we joined in the enthusiasm. Ernest Hemingway spent quite a bit of time with the 4th
Division during the war, and was with our regiment at the liberation of Paris. Attdy
Rooney relates that as Hemingwal,watched the exuberant crowd, he said "Any soldier
that doesn't get'layed'tonight, is a sissy!"

Somehow the convoy got through the wild ecstatic mob of Parisians, in the wildest, most
emotional display inraginable.

We got offat the very center of Paris, at the lsle de la Cite, in the middle of the Seine
River, and set up our mortars in front of the Justice Building overlooking the left bank.
The building was bullet-chipped, as a result of the uprising by the FFI (Free French of the
Interior) and French police against the Germans a few days earlier. Sand bags were lying
across the window sills. Later we saw road-blocks the French had set up out of discarded
old wagons, trees and all kinds ofjunk to hinder the movement of German troops through
the city. FFI men sped around in captured German vehicles, with "FFI" painted or
scratched in large letters on the vehicles. Most of the FFI wore partial uniforms and many
of them hung on to the sides, hoods and fenders of their vehicles, holding or aiming their
rifles. They were supposedly rounding up small groups of surrendering Germans, but I
think they were mostly celebrating The bells of the Cathedral of Notre Dame were still
ringing. Jake and I walked to the Notre Dame Cathedral as other soldiers were doing.
The cathedral was impressive--with many large stained glass windows, but it seemed
inconqruous to see dirtv soldiers with rifles sluns over their shoulders in a church.

" l

The celebrations were interrupted a few times by snipers shooting from buildings, but the
FFI and our troops (some of us were feeling pretty good and bold by that time) returned
the fire--even though we probably didn't know what we were shooting at. Also about that
time, a few of us went to a large gathering place where a French politician or military
person was addressing the crowd. Snipers fired on the crowd, and civilians and the few
American soldiers who were there all hit the qround. The snipinq did not last lone. and I
don't think anyone got hit.

Jake and I went back into the empty Justice Building to wash-up and shave, but when we
came out again, none of our men were around--our mortars were there, but were
unattended. Everyone in our section had wandered off surrounded by groups of cheering
French people. When some of the French saw Jake and me, they quickly gathered around
us also, shaking our hands, hugging, kissing and thanking us. Jake and I walked through
the crowd as best we could. and walked over a small bridse across the Seine to the risht
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bank. Arnerican troops were not supposed to be on that side of the Seine, which had been
assigned to the French army, but Jake and I did not know that.

On that side of the Seine, French people were gathered along one of the streets, and we
saw they were watching a motorized column of French troops rolling by. As far as I could
tell, except tbr their helniets, their uniforms and vehicles looked the same as ours. Then
some of the people saw Jake and me and asked us if we were British or A,rnerican. When
w'e said "American", they went wild. They gathered around us chattering excitedly and
happily in French, with a few words of English mixed in. They--even old men--wanted to
hug and kiss us and shake our hands. The next thing we new, they hoisted Jake and me on
their shoulders and carried us through the streets cheering wildly, trying to touch us as we
rode on the Frenchmen's shoulders. trt was practically a mob scene except that the people
were so happy and exuberant. They finally took us into a bar where drinks were set out.

When we left the bar, a crowd still followed us, and one man in civilian clothes trying to
get close to us, yelled that he was an American airman, from North Carolina. Over the
shouting of the French people, he yelled that his plane had been shot down, and he had
been hiding with a French family for two months. He wasn't able to get very close to us,
so we weren't able to ask his name. although he did say that he was in no hurry to get back
to his outfit.

By that time it was getting late and dusk. Jake and I had no idea where our company or
any other American troops were, and we had left our rifles back in the building near our
mortars. The only weapon we had between us was a trench- knife that Jake had strapped
to his calf. We got the French people to understand that we were very tired, and they
took us to a hotel. It u,asn't a first-rate hotel. but it was clean. and had real beds and
showers. [t rvas the first time I was able to sleep in a real bed since I went in the army--
except when I was home on furlough. Jake and I were truly worn out, and quickly fell
asleep, in separate rooms--too exhausted to shower. That was all fine, except that next
morning the owner or manager, a woman, wanted us to pay for the rooms! We thought
that was ridiculous--after all, we were in a war and we were combat troops. Apparently,
Parisiens did not know what front-line combat was--we would just take what we wanted.
I think she understood, and when we left--without paying--everyone was smiling.

So we left the hotel saying good-bye to everyone and started walking back to "find" our
company. The people weren't as excited as they had been the day before, but even so,
they would all stop to look at Jake and me, and if we hesitated at all. a crowd quickly
gathered. We had to smile and politely push our way through. Even as we walked--
slowly--the French girls would hug and kiss us, and pin small souvenirs or flowers on our
uniforms. Jake and I were covered with pins, ribbons and flowers--and very broad grins.

We found the Justice Building where our company had been the night before--but our
company was gone. Sympathetic English-speaking French people tried to help us by
giving directions to where our company had gone, but we told them we weren't worried,
we'd find them all right. But we were in no hurry!



As we walked toward where we thought our company \^/as, we were again surrounded by
rnen, women and children--and bottles of wine and liquor were offered to us continuously.
The group surrounded us and ivalked down the street with us. Even though the crowd
consisted of men, women and children, they would usher the pretty mademoiselles--and
the.v u,ere lovely-- tolvard Jake and me, so that we had our arms around girls on each side
of us, while other people *eathered as closely to us as they could. And so we proceeded
down the streetl One particularly persistent man got close to us and insisted that we go to
his home to eat. Jake and I left the crowd and went to his house with him- and with some
of his fi-iends also following us.

The man said he was a Hollander and owned a large shoe store; he had a very nice house
with a courtyard. He had a sumptuous meal for us, including plenty of wine. Then we all
went out in his courtyard where more of his friends had gathered. He must have had this
celebration well-planned beforehand, and had gone out that morning to find American
soldiers to participate in it. He said he had waited a long time for this day of liberation,
and had saved some special wine just for the occasion. We drank the wine, but I don't
know how good it was. Then, a stout, older Frenchman stood up and sang "The
Marseilles", He had a beautiful deep, resonant voice, and the song was very emotional. I
wondered if he was a famous opera singer.

By that time, it was getting late in the afternoon and Jake and I said we had to go. When
we left, the entire group followed us, and they rvere all singing "Tipparary", "Madelagn",
and other English World War I songs.

As rve walked down the street with French people still surrounding us, we noticed other
groups of isolated soldiers also surrounded by civilians. At the height of all this joviality,
an army truck drove slowly down the street toward us, with some dejected-looking
soldiers sitting in the back of the truck, and one soldier standing in the truck holding a
rifle. He saw Jake and told him that a large number of soldiers had wandered from their
units, and trucks like this one had been sent throughout the city to round them up, and for
Jake to  c l imb in to the t ruck.

Very reluctantly, Jake started to climb into the truck, then turned and yelled over to me
that we had to get on the truck and return to our company. The soldier on the truck
hadn't noticed me until then because I still did not have a helmet and I blended in with the
crowd. lf Jake hadn't yelled over to me, I might still be living in Paris now!

When we got to Co. K in the early evening, they were in the out-skirts of Paris, in a large
heavily,-1,s6oded park called Boise de Vicennes. The entire regiment had moved there that
nrorning (August 26). Our mortars had been set up at the edge of the woods bordering a
wide main street between Paris and a suburb. No one was guarding the mortars. lnstead,
they were standing by the side of the road greeting the French people--who were still very
enthusiastic about seeing us. Jake and I joined them.

A pretty, young blonde girl came along with her younger brother, pushing her bicycle.
She stopped to talk to me. She spoke English pretty well, and pinned a couple of trinkets
on my uniform. She spoke English well enough that I learned her name was Marie-
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Genevieve Leys; she was i 8 years <lld, lived in Nuqent-sur-N'larne, a sublrrb of Paris, and
attended the l-.rniversity where she had studied English. We talked lor about an hour; she
agreed she would come back the next morning at 10 AM, and went arvay pushing her
bike

It was startinq to get dark. and those of us in the mortar section went back to our mortars,
to talk until it got quite dark. None of us had dug foxholes because there was no enemy
activity in the area, so we just curled up on the ground to get some sleep belore each of us
had to pull guard.

I had almost fallen asleep when I heard the faint drone of a plane in the distance. I was
pretty sure it \4,as a German plane. and I prayed it wouldn't come near us. But I soon
realized there were several pianes--thev came to our area and seemed to keeo circling
above us.

The Bois de Vincennes is quite large and, although I did not know it, our regiment's motor
pool and kitchen were also bivouaced in the woods. Then suddenly explosion after
explosion burst near us. We hadn't dug foxholes, but there was a large shell or bomb
crater near us, and Thompson, Giampola, Tarangeau and I jumped frantically into it and
hugged the dirt. It was very frightening, and was the only time we were on the receiving
end of exploding bombs from German aircraft. The planes circled above us dropping
bombs, and then dropped flares. T'he flares seenred to be right above us, and imnrediately
niehttime turned into weird dai,light. The droning of the circling planes continued while
the flares dropped slowly and thoroughly lighted our area including the inside of the crater
wtere we were frozen. paralyzed with fear. I felt as though the German airnren were
looking right into our crater, and the light was so bright they could see each hair on the
back of my head. They must have seen somethinq because the bombing started again. No
American anti-aircraft guns had been brought into the area, so nothing was fired back at
the German planes. After an eternity, the sound of their motors droned away. They must
have been small planes to hover around as thel' did, but we never sau'them.

When the sound of the German planes had alnrost faded in the distance, I could hear a lot
of digging and scratching of shovels as everyone feverishly dug foxholes. But the German
pianes did not return. The next day rve saw where the bombs had fallen and fires had
started. especialll, in our kitchen and motor pool area.

Earlv the nert morning we were told to dig deep foxholes and to put good covers over
them, because anti-aircraft guns were being moved in to fend offGerman planes, and
falling flak {iom our exploded anti-aircraft shells might fall on us.

Oneyear and I dug a foxhole together; the ground wasn't very hard and didn't have man1,
rocks, so after borron'ing long-handled shovels from our kitchen truck. we dug a very
deep hoie. We gathered some strong branches to lay over the foxhole. layed empty 'Jerry"

cans over the branches, and covered it all with leaves and dirt. Finally, we filled the
bottom of the foxhole with leaves to make a more comfortable sleeping place. The
foxhole was deep enough--about 4 ft. deep--but was quite narrow, so we decided we
would sleep on top of the ground and jump in the foxhole if German planes came over.
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We never did sleep in that foxhole, because soon after we finished it, early that morning,
the order came to gather up our equipment and get ready to move out. Again we were
depressed, gloomy combat troops loaded with rifles, ammunition, packs, etc. about to
leave Paris and go after the Germans. About 1l:00 A.M., when we were standing in a
column by the side of the road ready to move out, Marie-Genevieve showed up with her
younger brother and also a younger sister. There had been a misunderstanding; she
thought we were to meet at l0 A.M. at the church in Nugent-sur-Marne. She said the
German planes had also bombed the hospital in Paris. Then our column started to move
out, and I never saw her again. We had exchanged addresses (my APO no.), so we
corresponded for the duration of the war and for about 6 months after the war ended.
Then we agreed to discontinue writing.

Months after we marched out of Paris, Marie-Genevieve learned that I had been wounded,
and had been returned to the front lines. [n a letter she chided me for not going to visit
her in Nugent, because she thought all wounded Americans were sent to the hospital in
Paris. I wrote and explained that I was offthe front line for only two weeks, and only got
as far back as a field hospital in Belgium.
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PARIS TO SIEGFRIED LINE

\i/e moved out again; we didn't know where we were going, but we were very depressed
leaving Paris on foot, and going into combat again.

Befclre leaving Paris, we saw a qroup of civilians-- mostly women--harassing another
youns woman. yelling, screaming and pointing at her. The young woman had only her
underclothes on, and her head had been shaved. i believe the people were accusing her of
being a collaborator, or being over-friendly with a German soldier. Our lieutenant made
her get on one of our trucks and ther,'rode away; I don't know what happened to her.

I had hoped we were going to march only a mile or two, and perhaps be able to get back
to Paris in the afternoon or evening, but soon it became apparent that would be
impossible. We walked and walked--passed abandoned and burned-out German vehicles
including horse-drawn wagons. We walked about I0 miles--with our weapons,
anrmunition, full packs, etc. before we stopped and were told to "dig in" in a large field.
There were no French people or houses anyrvhere.

Oneycar and I had just started digging our foxhole, when three shells camewhizzing in
and exploded in our field I heard the muzzle blast of the firing gun and thought it was a
German tank not very far away. As I instinctively fell to the ground, closed my eyes and
clutched the grass, I heard shrapnel "flutter" by. We continued digging, but more
frantically. Oneyear did not appear to be overwhelmed with fear. He had arrived as a
rcplacentent in nrid-August, and since that time, we had gone through Paris and seen little
enemy action--except for the plane bombing in the Bois de Vincennes. So Oneyear did
not panic when the shells exploded. The German tank kept firing into our fieid, but it was
nol a ntass barrage, probably onl1, one tank. After whal seemed a long time, we heard our
artillery firing from the rear, and the shells exploding in front of us. Our artillery fired a
few'more rounds. then we heard a loi.l'rumble as the German tank--or whal ever it was--
rroved a\4/ay. That was the only enemy action that day.

From Auqust 28 until September 10, the 4th Div ran a "rat race" from the vicinitl, of
Paris, through Belgium to the German border. Going northeast from the Bois de
\/incennes, we went in "rapid march"--about l0 or l5 miies each day--and "liberated"
\,'illevaudes. Les Plessis, Belleville, Les Gombries. Tillefontain and Vic Sur Aisne. A feu'
times we rvere fired on sporadically or encountered roadblocks, but for the most part rve
iust marched through the villages in combat file. or sometimes, we rode on trucks. In the
villages, the French people were still enthusiastic and came running to cheer us, shake our
hands, and give us food and drink. We were all hopeful the war would end in a few days
or a week. ln one town the people told us the war was over (Le guerre finis!!), and we
were pretty hopeful for most of that very long march. However, as we cot into Belgium
and closer to Germany, the mood of the people cooled toward us.
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On September 1, our battalion had a bridgehead over the Aisne River at Vic Sur Aisne.
France, and on the same day our regiment received orders to attack in a motorized column
to Valenciennes. Alternating walking and riding on trucks, in 93 hours we went over the
Oise River at Cuts, through St. Quentin, Guise, La Cappelle. Hirson and Rocroi up to the
N'luese River. When we got to St. Quentin, we stopped for two days because of a change
in the Division's objective, and some of us went into the town. It didn't seem to have been
darnaged very much from the war, and some businesses were open. On September 6 we
entered Belgium.

The nexl several days were rough and gruelling as we had long, forced marches in a
continuous dorvnpour of rain, through the Ardennes Forest in Belgium, until we were at
the Gernran border. \\/e averase&more than 10 miles a da1'on foot, and occasionally
there was sonre harassing German fire.

About September I I u'e went through St. Vlth in Belgium, near the German border--
actually, the town was within the German border established in 1940. The few civilians
we saw w'ere pro-German and not very fiiendly to us--quite different from the civilians
that came out to greet us in France. Although we were still in Belgium, as we got closer to
Gernrany the people spoke Germaq the road siqns were in German, and letters on their
signs were in "Black Letter" style that looked foreign and evil to me. (When I went to
Europe on business 32 years later I found the Gernrans to be very friendly, and the French
not so fiiendlyl) But in 1944 | thought Germany was cold, dark and foreboding.

St. Vith had not been bombed or shelled very much. (When we went through St. Vith
again after the Battle of the Bulge, the town was complete rubble). We picked out a
house in St. \rith to sleep in that niglrt, but we were pessimistic about what was ahead of
us. There was talk about the Siegfried Line, and that our advance from Paris had been so
fast only because the Germans \^/€re rushing to g€t behind their famous Siegfried Line (or
WestWall), which was a fortified front of "pillboxes", "dragofl teeth", mines, barbed wire,
and strategicallv-placed machine gun nests.

The following morning we "moved out" again in a column for an attack--about 10'
between rnen. We saw no civilians. Some of our men had looted the houses in this
Belgian town, and as they trudged down the road loaded with their military equipment,
some also carried souvenirs such as ceremonial swords. colorful hats, musical instruments,
and boxes with something in them. One soldier carried a violin in its case. which I thought
looked ludicrous. another sarried a saxophone. Some men had broken into and looted
jewelry stores. Apparently the men carrying large items thought the war u'as going to end
soon, but very likell'those things were thrown on the side of the road when thel'became
too much of a burden or we were fired on.

We were headed for the dreaded Sieefried Line!
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XII: STEGFRTED LINE

After we left Paris, we were on the move for 2l days and covered about 400 miles of

enemy held territory, headed for the concrete and steel fortifications of the Siegfried Line.

The Siegfried Line was built in 1939 and was considered to be the strongest defensive belt

ever built anyr,vhere. lt extended across Germany from the Swiss border, past

Luxembourg, France and Belgium to the Netherlands. In the portion of the Line facing

Belgium, where we were going, there were also thick forests, strearns, hills and steep

slopes to augment the man-made defenses. Much of the area was under enemy
observation from the forest belt of the Schnee-Eifel (Snow Mountain). In addition, the

weather was starting to get dreary and cold. For the next three months, Allied troops

suffered many casualties, but weren't able to penetrate very far into the Siegfried Line.

After we left St. Vith, on September 14, we walked for about two hours, and crossed the

German border. Shells soon began exploding near us. Oneyear and I dug in frantically;

we knew we had reached the Siegfried Line. The German retreat and our fast pursuit

were over; the real war was on again. German shells exploded around us, and our
Division artillery pounded the area in front of us all night. There was Do chance to set up

our monars.

The next morning the shelling had let up a little, and we were told that our company had

to take three pillboxes which were thought to be unoccupied. However, we were also

told there could be some "Jerries" around in the woods.

I finished my Nescafe, gathered my equipment. and at 9:00 A.M., we'Jumped off',
moving out cautiously through the healy woods. The weather was now brisk and

autumn-like, and the terrain was hilly and forested. As rve walked deeper into the woods

it became quieter, darker and gloomier.

Oneyear was not feeling too low--yet. Trying to relief the tension, he would occasionally

turn around and whisper something intended to be funny because he knew I was "up

tight". But I did not appreciate his atternpts at levity.

In addition to our back-packs. rifles and rifle ammunition, we had to carry sections of the

mortars. either the base, the barrel and or the tripod; other members of the squad carried
mortar shells in a bag that went over the head and rested on both shoulders. It was a lot

of weight to lug across France, Belgium, and into Germany, especially since we seldom
fired the mortars--except when we were in the Huertgen Forest. We rarely fired them

because our "light" 60mm mortars were usually right on the front line "moving up" with

the rifle platoons, and we were not in a situation to set up the mortars. Also, men in the
rifle platoons did not want us to fire the mortars so close to them because the Germans
were very likely to respond with artillery.
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About the time I thought we were near the first pillbox, and that perhaps it had been
vacated by the Germans, the quiet was shattered by a the chilling "Brrrr...pp" of a German
machine pistol. The Germans--probably just a small group--had fired on the men in our
leading piatoon. We could not fire our mortars in such a dense forest, but Grimes pointed
out a small open area where we could set them up. In very short time, we had set them up
pointing in the general direction of the Germans, fired a few mortar shells, and began
digging foxholes feverishly. We didn't see the enemy, but that was not unusual.

I dug in alone that day, but I happened to be in a spot in an open area, rvhere there were a
lot of rocks and it was very hard to dig. Despite my frenzied efforts, I was only able to
dig down about 6 inches before I was exhausted. Some of the men happened to be on
softer ground; they had their holes dug and even had covers over them. Jake was digging
next to me and found the digging just as hard as I had. He whispered over to me that
Oneyear wanted to see me. I wanted to get away from the spot I was in, so I crawled
over to where I knew Oneyear was. He was near some small fir trees, in softer ground,
and his foxhole was about 6 ft. long, 1 ll2 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep. It was also completely
covered except lor about 2 sq. ft. on one end from which his head protruded when I came
crawling up. He wanted to know how I was doing, and I told him about the digging
problem I was having. He said he just called me over to talk--we are buddies, aren't we?
I agreed we were, and told him he had dug a pretty nice foxhole, and that I could dig it a
little wider so we both could fit in. He agreed, crawled out and lay on the ground, while I
went in and dug away at the sides of the hole. It was kind of awkward digging in a
narrow foxhole that already had a cover. After a while I told him I thought it was wide
enough. But Oneyear was pretty stout, and with all our heavy soldiers' clothing, helmets
and combat boots, we could only fit in if we lay on our sides, lacing the same direction. If
we moved at all, dirt from the roof and sides would fall into our faces and back of our
necks. That was not going to work, so we decided we would take turns--one of us
sleeping inside the foxhole while the other was outside. If shelling started, we figured we
could both fit in the hole and wouldn't'even think about being cramped.

Oneyear crawled out of the foxhole salng he was going to eat his K ration. After he had
eaten he lay outside for about another half hour, then I went out to have my K ration. I
decided to heat some hot water for my Nescafe, and built a fire in the foxhole by
Oneyear's feet. I tore the ration box in little pieces, and burned two or three pieces at a
time so there wouldn't be any smoke coming out of the hole. But there must have been a
Iittle smoke which the Germans spotted because almost immediately shells began
exploding around us. My coffee went flying in the air, and I scrambled into the foxhole,
where Oneyear already had his nose buried into the ground.

A concentrated barrage followed, and it did not lift until after dusk. There was nothing
we could do but hug the ground and shiver--and pray. The shelling let up pretty much
after it got dark.

We pulled guard by squads again that night. Sgt. Grade, our squad leadeq was to pull the
first two hours, followed by Oneyear, me, Giberson, then Grade again, etc, as long as it
was necessary. It was pitch dark that night in the forest, and we literally could not see our
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hands in front of our faces. Oneyear and I talked in whispers until it was time for him to
go on guard. As he left. he whispered for me to stay awake so i could guide him back
when his trvo hours were up. AII we had to do while on guard, was la,n- on the sround
about i 5 yards from our foxhole, and challenge anybodv we heard coming. We had to
relv entirely on hearing, of course, since we couldn't see a thing

Like everyone there, I was exhausted. and after what seemed like a few minutes, Oneyear
was back again--and pretty mad! He demanded (in whispers) to know why I hadn't stayed
arvake as I said I u,ould. He said he had been crawiing and feeling his waf iooking for the
foxlrole for 112 hour, and he was wet and bruised from scrubbing against wet bushes and
leaves, and burnping into trees. I said I was awake, and that he couldn't have been out
there two hours.

Orreyear gave me the luminous watch our squad used while on guard duty, and I crawled
to the approximate place I was supposed to lie on guard for the next two hours. i heard
nothing during the time I was out there; I counted the minutes. and the hands on the watch
seemed to be moving in slow motion. At last there was only 12 minutes to go when I
could get Giberson to take over so I could get some much needed sleep. I soon knew the
problem Oneyear had trying to find our foxhole! I crawled and felt my way to where I
thought "Giby's" foxhole was. Everywhere I crawled groping the ground and leaves, I
bunrped into trees and wet bushes, but no mounds of dirt where his foxhole might be.
A{ler about 15 minutes, I fell into a hole and for an instant I thought I had found Gby's
foxhole. instead, a startled Grade jumped out of the hole and asked what the hell was
going on. When I told him, he tried to steer me to Giberson by telling me to crawl in a
certain direction--which I did. Soon I fell into another hole--and Griffith was up like a
bolt demanding to know who it was, and what was up. I whispered that I was trying to
find Giby's foxhole; then he, Grade and Oneyear-- although none of us could see each
other--tried to guide me to Giberson's foxhole. But no luck. By this time, if there had
been any Germans within hearing distance, they would have shot in our direction. so I
started calling out--not too loudli,--"He-y Giberson!". Grade, Griffith and Oneyear. also no
longer r.l'hispering, continued giving me directions on u'here thel,thought his foxhole was.
This went on for about an hour, and then Grade said, "To hell with him, let's get some
sleep" !

I crawled back to our foxhole, wet, coid and exhausted. I lay in the hole for about a
minute, but I had to get out and look for Giberson again. It bothered me to think that no
one was on guard for our squad So I crawled around again, and just luckill' fell into
Giberson's foxhole within a couple of minutes I demanded to know wh1, [s hadn't
answered u'hen I called, and he said, "l heard you and I said 'Srhat"'. Everyone in our
squad was awake and heard Giby's lame excuse. We directed some unkind remarks at him,
and kiddingly, did not let him forget it for some time.

Daylight came and it was another dull misty/drizzly miserable day. We attacked early that
morning, but were soon "pinned down" by heavy enemy small arms and M.G. fire. We
were unable to advance that day. The next several days we again attempted to advance,
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but made small or no gains. The weather was still raw and misty, and in the mornings
hear.l,fog blanketed the woods further limiting visibiiity.

During one of those attacks, the firing by both sides stopped. Sgt. La Rosa, nho spoke
German. had called to the Germans in front of us and sugeested they surrender. The
Germans seemed to be agreeable, and one of them met with Sg1. LaRosa in the open to
discuss it. After a minute or t\ /o, one of our impatient, "trigger-happy" men shot at the
German soldier, and the remaining Germans promptly returned fire. Sgt. La Rosa was
killed, and the negotiations ended permanently. The rest of us were pretty upset at the
Anrerican soldier. It was only a local skirmish, but the German surrender might have
saved a feiv lives on both sides .

The next day, Penales, "runner" for Grimes at that time, came over and told us we were
attacking again. Before we moved out, Grimes reorganized the mortar section because
there weren't enough of us left to make full squads. Jake, Giampola and I were the only
ones in our squad. A-fter we went about 100 yards into the misty forest. there was a lot of
confusion. We had run into either Co. I or Co. L, and everyone began to bunch up as
there seemed to be no direction or plan to move out. Jake, Giampola and I found a large
"V" shaped trench the Germans had dug, and we jumped in to wait while everyone else
rnilled around. Apparently the Gemrans detected the confusion, and began to shell the
area. Atter the shelling subsided--at least an hour later--Jake, Giampola and I tried to find
Co K: instead we found Co. F to which we attached ourselves. We dug in with Co. F,
and later that evening fired our rifles to assist repel a minor German attack trying to cut
belween Co. F and Co G.

The next day, we were directed to Co. K and found that the-y and the rest of our battalion
were in Regimental reserye. We were still within range of German artillery, but we were
not right on the front line, so there \\,ere very few German shells exploding near us.

Jake and I dug in together. but we did not sleep in the foxhole. Instead, we pitched a pup-
tent and camouflaged it with grass to match the fieid we were in.

For about a week or ten days we were in mobile reserve for the Resiment, which meant
we were behind the front line, and were able to have a nice rest, although the Germans
shot an occasional shell into our field. Our mail caught up with us, and I was able to write
more letters than I had since I left England. We were also able to go back a little further
for a shower, and see a movie that was shown in an old barn.

While at that location, Atkocious. Giampola, Hoffman and I were transferred to the
machine gun section. The MG section had lost all but three men, and some of the gap had
to be filled with men from the mortar section, since we were in the same platoon.
Giampola and I had been in the MG section for a while in August, and we were not happy
about being in that section again.

\lhile we were in reserve, we played cards, read, or just sat around and talked: and there
was usuallv a dice same soins on. Sometimes we saw the war news in the Stars and
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Stripes, hoping that the war would end suddenly. The optimistic boys thought the war
would end in a week or two; no one thought it rvould last beyond Christmas.

The period of reserve had to end, and on the evening of October 3 we were told to "roll
our rolls" and get ready to load on trucks. The trucks had canvas covers, but even so, it
was the first time I felt really cold. After riding for some time, we unloaded and stood
around the trucks--no one seemed to know where we were going or why we were going
there. We had left the Scnhee-Eifel area and gone l2 miles north, near Holzheim,
Belgium. Finally, a soldier came over and said he was from the machine-gun section of
the company we were to relieve, and said to follow him. We followed him silently for
about 10 minutes when a German machine gun fired on us. We were in a wooded area, it
was quite dark and I don't think the German gunner could see us, but probably heard us
walking and fired in our direction. We hugged the ground for a few minutes; they didn't
fire again, so we sneaked on as quietly as we could.

We found out we were relieving a mechanized outfit, Our two 30 cal. M.G.s were to
replace their 50 cal. M.G. and one cannon. The men in the mechanized unit were to stay
there until morning, so we felt a little safer for their being there.

Atkocious and I dug in together, but we were very tired and the digging was hard and
slow. It began to dnzzle and there were no incoming shells, so we decided to postpone
digging the foxhole until morning. We spread our four woolen blankets on the ground
and slept on one and under three. A cold rain fell all that night, but the top blankets
soaked up most of the rain that fell on us, and we stayed fairly dry.

In the morning we finished our foxhole. Atkocious was a good man to dig a foxhole with.
He was more frightened than I was--if that was possible--and we both dug earnestly until
the hole was wide, long and deep enough so we could lie in it fairly comfortably.

No shelling had occurred all night or while we were digging that morning, so we were
hopeful that this might be a quiet sector of the line. Some of the boys had found some
stacks of cut logs about 6'long and 6".in diameter, arraneed in neat piles. They were ideal
for covering foxholes, and we put some over our foxhole, leaving a small opening through
which we could crawlin and out.

The weather was raw and misting nearly all the time. The ground got pretty muddy, and
our clothes. hands and faces were covered with mud from crawling around and in and out
of the foxhole. Atkocious remarked that my hands had the clay- look of a dead man's, and
I thought his hands and face did also.

The second day we were in that location, we still had not been shelled, but we sa\ / a
group of about ten Germans walking through a clearing some distance in front of us. They
must have seen us at about the same time and dispersed immediately. We fired a few rifle
shots from our foxholes, but they probably were a patrol and kept moving. After that
encounter, we were even more cautious, knowing the Germans could infiltrate our lines in
this heavilv wooded area.
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That night, Atkocious and I pulled guard together on the machine guns--four hours at a
time. It was particularly nerve-wracking being on guard with him. He was very nervous,
and was always imagining that a shadow in the woods was a man, or that a noise sounded
like footsteps. Actually, there were a lot of shadows in the forest, and the movement of
the branches sometimes did look like a man's silhouette. Also, the rustling of the tree
leaves, or rain drops dripping on the leaves and tree branches sometimes sounded like
someone walking stealthily. A few times we woke two other squad members to get ready
to fire the machine guns, but then decided no Germans were there.

Sometimes, riflemen that were on guard along the line would shoot at something they
thought they had seen--and other riflemen would join in the shooting At times it sounded
like a full scale attack was going on; but in the morning light, we would see no dead or
wounded Germans. Fortunately, there were no dead or wounded Americans, either.

The third day we were in those positions, a jeep coming up the dirt road in the forest to
bring us food was ambushed and the driver killed. We knew the Germans were out there,
even though they had not shelled us, and we knew they were sending out patrols.

The foxhole closest to ours was occupied by a Sisgt. and a "Buck" Sgt. from one of our
rifle platoons. We did not know them and could not see them from our foxhole because
of the trees and thick brush. But earlier we had gone over to see and talk to them. The
fourth morning, another jeep brought chow to our area. Two of us at a time were
supposed to go to the jeep to get chow, and on returning two more would go, etc., so that
the front line would always be covered. Atkocious and I went, with our rifles slung over
our shoulders, got food in our cold, wet mess-kits, and brought it back to our foxhole.
But when we called to the next foxhole to tell the two sargents that they could go, there
was no response We went over to their hole and saw their helmets, rifles, and other
equipment lying by their foxhole, but they were gone. We never saw them again. In that
area, no one went anywhere without their rifle and helmet. We assumed a German patrol
took them prisoner.

The fifth day, word came down that we were moving out. "Moving out" almost always
meant attacking and more blood and death. But that afternoon, elements of the 2nd Div.
relieved us, and we filed parallel with the front for a while. then turned away from the
front. Someone said we were going back just far enough to be issued winter clothing, and
then we would be sent to the ilont line again.

We walked back only about a half mile from our original position of that morning. and
turned into a large fieid where we were told we would stay that night. The field had once
been sown with wheat, and now bundles of wheat were piled neatly at intervals about the
field

A few of the boys began to dig in immediately, but Giampola, Atkocious and I decided we
were far enough behind the lines to pitch a tent. When our tent was up, we placed bundles
of wheat around and over the tent as camouflage and also to block the wind, which now
had become bitins cold.
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That same night, a jeep brought us winter woolen clothes: long underwear, gloves, sox,
and heavy overcoats. The field jackets we had been wearing offered very little protection
against the biting cold wind. We really needed the heavy clothes, but that substantiated
the rumor that we had been pulled back only to be issued winter clothing.

However, we stayed in this area long enough to be able to wash, shave, attend religious
services in an adjoining field, and sent on trucks to take showers. Throughout the war, I
only remember three or four times that we were in reserve long enough to be sent back for
showers. Sometimes when we were in reserve and the weather was warn! we stripped
and u,ashed with soap and water out of our steel helmets.

The second day we were there, Capt. Gewinner assembled the entire company and read us
the articles of war. He stressed that absence from duty "on line" was considered desertion
and subject to a "penalty of death or any such other punishment as the court martial may
direct".

Capt. Gewinner then told us there would be a company inspection of weapons that
afternoon. We thought that was ridiculous so close to the fiont lines, but I'm sure Capt.
Gewinner was following orders from higher-up. In any event, shortly after 1:00 P.M., we
lined up in company formation just as though we were back in the States or in England.
Capt. Gewinner and Lt. Rountree, the executive officer, began inspecting the 1st platoon,
but they never finished.

Two German planes suddenly zoomed overhead--somebody yelled "Jerries! !", and the
company disintegrated as everybody ran in different directions. Most of us ran into the
nearby woods to a shallow valley. We stopped, gasping and out of breath, and waited to
see what the planes would do. They circled around for a while, then flew away without
firing a shot, and did not come back--nor did an artillery barrage follow, as we expected.
When we all got back to our area, there was a lot of grumbling about the absurd order to
assemble in an open field only ll2 mile. from the front line.

During the next few days, we received the rest of our winter clothing and, as feared, we
were alerted to move out. As we waited for the order, I noticed a new man in the mortar
section. He looked sad and forlorn sitting by a small fire trying to keep warm. I felt sorry
for him and sat beside him to talk to him. His name was Clinton "Willy" Williams, from
Alabama; he had been with the 4th Div. on D-Day, wounded shortly after the invasion,
and returned to Co. K the night before.

Again we trudged wearily toward the front--right back to the positions where the 2nd Div.
had relieved us a few days earlier. The 2nd Div. had not advanced at all, but they had
enlarged our foxholes and put more substantial covers over them. We did not stop there
however, but continued on and dug in a couple hundred yards further. We still had not
encountered any Germans, although Co. I, advancing with us on our left, had been fired
on.

We set both machine guns at the edge of a 4' ditch, and put logs over the ditch for cover,
rather than digging foxholes. The two nights we spent in that ditch were a repetition of
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the nerve-wracking guard duty we had done before going back for our winter clothes.
Our nen'es were taut all the time, but especially during the ominous nights.

Despite the tenseness and fear we felt, we did smile or laugh a few times. One night when
Giampola, Atkocious and I were on guard, "Jim" said he had to "take a leak", but was
reluctant to go into the woods to relieve himsell Atkocious said, "Why don't you go pee
against that tree?" Giampola responded, "I can't do that--what do you think I am--a dog?"
That response struck Atkocious and me as being so funny, we couldn't stop laughing
(silently). We sat on the ground, doubled over with subdued laughter. i think our
laughing was a nervous release from the tension we were under.

There were a lot of exploding artillery shells and small-arms fire far on our left flank.
Apparently a full- scale attack was going on there, so we could not hope that our front
would stay quiet very long.

Lt. Collins said soldiers from our lOth Corps had advanced on our left, and now we had to
push forward to straighten out the line. He added that, hopefully, the Germans in front of
us might have pulled back so that their flank facing the lOth Corps would not be exposed.

That afternoon, we jumped off. We followed a muddy dirt road, and on both sides of the
road we saw that many trees and branches had been blasted from shell explosions. I
expected German rifles and MGs to fire on us every instant.

We turned offthe dirt road, and after walking through the woods as quietly as we could
for about another half hour, we were told to set up our machine gun on the forward slope
of a very heavily wooded hill.

Atkocious and I dug in together again, with constant fear driving us to dig faster. Again,
we found cut logs which we thought we could use as a roof for our foxhole. We walked a
short distance toward the German lines to get to a pile of the logs. On our second trip to
the piie, a soldier was standing by the pile. We hadn't noticed any soldiers in the area
before. The man had on an officer's raincoat and a helmet-liner--without the steel helmet
over it. The raincoat did not seem appropriate in that cold weather, and I had never
before seen anyone on the front line without a steel helmet over his helmet liner.
Atkocious and I thou_qht he was a "rear echelon" officer from our Battalion Headquarters.
The man demanded to know what outfit we were with. We told him we were with Co. K.
It never occurred to us that he might not be an American soldier; the fact that he was not
wearing a steel helmet and did not have a rifle or gun showing, made it seem all the more
likely that he was a rear echelon officer. We considered anyone behind a line-company to
be rear echelon. The man then asked gruffly what we were doing there. We
apologetically told him we were gathering logs for our foxhole; then the man slowly
walked into the heavy woods--away from our lines. Later we were told that an English-
speaking German soldier, dressed as an American officer had been infiltrating our lines. I
suppose that is the man we saw.

That night, Atkocious and I were to pull guard together. We went on guard just as it
began to get dark, and the place we chose to stand guard was about 15 yards from our
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foxhole and the same distance from the foxhole of the men we were supposed to awaken
to relief us. Soon, it was pitch dark in the heavily-wooded forest, and just as on the night
a week or so before rvhen I tried to find Giberson's foxhole, we could see absolutely
nothing. I couldn't see even the laintest outline of Atkocious as we stood side-by-side.
About 10 minutes before our guard duty was up, we walked very slowly-- trying not to
lose contact with each other--feeling our way through the trees and underbrush, until we
thought we had gone about l5 yards to the other foxhole. Then we felt the ground
around us and called in a loud whisper. There was no response, and no foxhole! Now
crawling on our hands and knees--still trying not to lose contact with each other--we felt
the ground, and found nothing. After more of the same, we finally found a foxhole, but it
belonged to a rifleman whom we didn't knorv. He told us the MG section was in another
direction, about 20 yards away. It was very difficult moving through the pitch-dark, thick
woods. After about an hour of that, we heard light footsteps approaching on the leaves
and twigs in front of us--we "froze". The footsteps were of more than one person, and
when they were almost on top of us, Atkocious challenged, "Who's there"; we both had
our rifles uncocked.

"Jonesl", came the quick reply, sounding a little annoyed. Atkocious and I both thought it
was Jones whom we knew from our 2nd MG squad, and asked him where the hell the l st
machine gun squad was. FIe answered, "How should I know?", then the sound of their
footsteps started to go away.

After a couple of minutes, Atkocious and I began talking in whispers, and wondering if
that really was Jones from our company. We didn't think it sounded like the Jones we
knew from our other MG squad, but then it could have been somebody named Jones from
one of our rifle platoons--possibly even a Jones from Co. I. In any case, it wouldn't have
been very smart for us to shoot--we couldn't see anything, and it might have been an
American Jones. an)'vvay. If they were Germans, they probably had their "Burp" guns
pointed in our direction as they walked away. We eventually found our MG squad.

The next morning "our" Jones said it was not him walking through the woods the previous
night, and later the jeep driver from our motor pool told us that someone had stolen boxes
of K rations back at Battalion. I can't believe American soldiers would steal K rations. so
maybe the previous night we had encountered a German patrol going through our lines to
find food.

We stayed on those front-line positions until October 12 when we were ordered to take
two hills that were about 500 yards ahead of us. We had to go down a hill through the
forest about 200 yards to an open field; about 50 yards more to a stream florving through
the field; across the stream over a very small one-man foot bridge; another 50 yards to the
woods on the other side of the field; and into the woods to the top of the first hill.

It seemed that any Germans on the other hill would have a clear view of us going through
the field: they could fire at us or direct mortar or artillery shells at us going through the
field, and they could "pick us off' one-at-a-time as we went over the bridge. We were
told that Battalion had sent a Scouts and Raiders patrol out there the nieht before and had
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encountered no Germans on the hill. However, we heard Capt. Gewinner say he expected
80?'o casualties takin_e the hill.

We moved out in the forest, down the slope--I was loaded with the MG barrel, and
Atkocious carried the tri-pod. When our lead riflemen reached the edge of the rvoods, the
column stopped--still concealed by the forest--while the leading men looked over the open
area. The rest of us rested on one knee or lay prone on the ground, making as small a
target as possible--and prayed. To make matters worse, Atkocious began seeing things
aqain. He whispered that a dark spot in the woods to our left was a man. I looked, but
could not be sure what it was--but it was scary. In whispers, we called the attention of
other nearby men to the shadow. No one was sure u,hat it was, and no one wanted to fire
at it because if it was or was not a German, our firing would give away our position and
bring in enemy artillery or small arms fire. Nothing happened and after a while our column
began moving forward again.

After looking over the open field and far woods, the first two riflemen dashed across the
field, over the one-man bridge and streanl to the woods on the other side of the field.
They stopped and crouched behind some big boulders while we all waited to see if there
was any enemy fire. There was none. Maybe there weren't any Germans there after all;
but they could be waiting for the main part of the column to cross the open field, at which
time they could pin us down with small-arms fire and call in mortar andlor anillery fire.

Nothing had happened, so the column began moving out of the woods. At the edge of the
woods, one soldier at a time ran into the field--probably l5 yards between nten to offer the
least target--each man running as fast as he could, regardless of how fast the man in front
of him could run. A feu'men stumbled or fell but got right up again and kept running

Atkocious was in front of me and dashed into the field carrying the MG tripod. Then it
was n1y turn to run. carrying the MG barrel. In addition to the MG parts, of course we
carried our rifles. ammunition and other equipment, so it was very hard running. The field
seemed so wide, the bridge so far away, and the far end of the field impossibly far

Finally I reached the other side of the field, entered the woods, and stumbled down beside
Atkocious who was panting deeply and seemed to be in pain. We got up, and moved as
quickly as we could up the hill When we were well into the cover of the woods, we hid
behind whatever tree, large rock, or ground depression we could find for cover while we
waited for the rest of the men to cross the field. I was expecting German rifles or MGs to
open us at an'y time. When allthe men had crossed the field, we went up the hill as fast
and as silently as we could. Atkocious was still in pain, and he fell in front of me clutching
his side. No shots had been fired so I knew he hadn't been hit. He said he was O.K. so I
helped him up and we continued on. The hill was bigger and higher than it appeared from
the far edge of the field.

We reached the crest of the wooded hill and still had not been fired on. We set up our
MGs along a nalrow firebreak near the top of the hill Atkocious went with one MG
squad covering one flank, and I went with Apetz to set up our other MG to cover the
other flank.
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Apetz had come to us just two weeks before, and I did not know him very well. He did
not appear to be as nervous as Atkocious and I were, and when we dug our foxhole, he
dug very quickly and strongly. We soon had a foxhole large enough for both of us to fit
in, and covered it with logs and dirt. Later, the Germans did shell us, but it was not a
hearry barrage.

I was hit by a small piece of shrapnel at about that time. It was a slight wound, but
enouqh to fracture a bone. and I was taken back to the Battalion Aid Station.
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